
Even boomers think
we’re outdated

ultimate taboo?

You’ll never look at 
him the same

12 new territories

That’s the number of women who think brands 
understand what they find attractive or sexy. 

That means 95% of women believe brands don’t 
understand them at this most basic level.

Here we take a look at where it’s going wrong 
and some of the opportunities to reconnect...

Women see other pillars of consumer culture - 
film, music, TV - as undergoing a change in the way 
they talk to women.  But not advertising: images 
from ad land are felt to be dated and repetitive.

At best ads are losing relevance, at worst alienating.

It’s true that having kids changes a 
woman.  But not, as many ads depict, into 
a multi-tasking mum-bot.

Young mums spoke of the sense of sexual 
superiority that comes with having 
children.  They were the most likely group 
to find the idea of leading and shaping 
someone’s sexual development a turn-on. 

Being yourself.  In a world of filters, young 
women increasingly feel there’s something 
illicit in sharing the unedited them.  60% of 
18-24yr olds say the idea of showing the 
‘natural them’ is a sexy idea.

The study identified 12 fresh takes on what really 
turns a modern woman’s head, offering ways to 
unlock an angle that works for your brand.

Gareth Malone.  He’s masterful in one 
area so he’s probably mastered... the other.

ad industry is 
being left behind

milf

Join the webinar:

just 5%
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15th December contact   hello@inklinglondon.com

It not a surprise older women are least likely to 
feel brands get what’s attractive.  What might be 
is why.  For many it’s that advertisers are outdated 
& old-fashioned - they’ve seen it all before.
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